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Symptoms and Signs/Obsolete/Evergreen/New
Cramps of Legs as First Symptom of Iatrogenic
Hypothyroidism

OP Kapoor

In my practice, I have observed that most
of my patients of thyrotoxicosis (Graves’

Disease) develop hypothyroidism, after the
therapeutic dose of radio active iodine. It is
said that the first symptom of hypothyroidism
developing is the appearance of cramps of the
legs at night. I am not very impressed by this
statement.

Cramps of legs are very common in normal
population for no obvious cause and  patients
respond to 100 mg of Quinine Sulphate,
administered at bedtime. Patients, who do
not respond to this, can respond to

Gabapentin in a dose of 300-400 mg at bedtime
or sometimes twice a day.

Vice versa after doing thyroid functions in
hundreds of patients complaining of cramps,
I did not pick up hypothyroidism even in 5%
of these patients. Most of them turn out to
be idiopathic. Even the symptoms of feeling
more cold or obesity are not common, but
generalized fatigue and body ache with puffy
face and perhaps slight change in the voice
(specially while singing during  prayers)
should make you suspect the diagnosis of
hypothyroidism. But certainly, cramps are
not the presenting symptom in any patient
of hypothyroidism. Yes, the frequency of this
symptom in patients developing post RAI
hypothyroidism may be higher. 

Ex. Hon. Physician, Jaslok Hospital and Bombay
Hospital, Mumbai. Ex. Hon. Prof. of Medicine, Grant
Medical College and JJ Hospital, Mumbai 400 008.

EMERGENCY AND COMPREHENSIVE CARE FOR STROKE NEEDED

As few as 21% had a brain scan within 3 h.

Increasing public awareness of the symptoms and signs of stroke and transient ischaemic attack is
crucial. Stroke Awareness Day, which portray  people with signs of a stroke or transient ischaemic
attack, may help to develop the sense of urgency  that needs to be triggered with stroke, as it is with
heart attack.

Increased use of FAST (one or more of facial weakness, arm and leg weakness, speech problems,
then time to call an emergency ambulance) to diagnose stroke and therefore take patients directly
to an acute stroke unit would enable rapid admission to the appropriate place. Stroke still lies in the
shadow of its big sister, heart attack. Stroke physicians rarely have the status or power of cardiologists.
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